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AN INVESTIGATION OF BLEED CONFIGURAT_QN_AND THEIR EFFECT
ON SHOCK WAVE/BOUNDARY LAYER I]_TERACTIONS
ABSTRACT
The designof highefficiencysupersonicinletsis a complextask involvingthe
optimizationof a numberof performanceparameterssuchas pressurerecovery,spillage,
drag, and exit distortionprofile,overthe flightMach numberrange. Computational
techniquesmustbe capableof accuratelysimulatingthe physicsof shock/boundarylayer
_ interactions,secondarycomer flows, flow separation,and bleedif theyare to be useful in
the design. In particular,bleedandflow separation,playan importantrole in inletunstart,
andthe associatedpressureoscillations. Numericalsimulationswereconductedto
investigatesomeof the basicphysicalphenomenaassociatedwithbleedin obSqueshock
wave boundarylayerinteractionsthataffecttheinletperformance.
INTRODUCTION
Theexperimentalmeasurementsin mostmixedcompressioninlettests are limitedto
the staticpressuresoverthe innersurfacesand total pressurerecovery at the engineface
[1]. In a few experimentalstudies,someboundarylayerprofilemeasurementswere
obtainedfrompitot pressurerakesaheadand behindthe shock/boundarylayer/bleedregions
[2-5]. Comparisonsof flow computationalresultswiththe experimentalmeasurementsin
supersonicinletsrevealeddiscrepanciesin the predictionof shock locations,andvelocity
profilesafterthe interactions[6-8]. A betterunderstandingof these interactionsis essential
to improvinginletperformancepredictions.
The purpose of the presentinvestigationis to characterizethe flow field in the
obSqueshock wave/boundarylayer/bleedinteractionregionand to developa basic
understandingof flow separationcontrolmechanisms. Theflow computationswerecarried
out for differentbleedconfigurations,and shock strengths. Thesolutiondomainextended
acrossthe interaction,and insidethebleed slots. A systematicinvestigationwas conducted .
to determinethe effectsof the bleedlocationrelativeto the shock, slot width,depthand slot i',
angle, on the flow characteristicsand thebleed performanceparametersat differentbleed _
massflow rates [9-13]. The obtainedflow characteristicsinsidethe bleed portwere
comparedwiththe recentlyobtainedexperimentalmeasurements[14, 15] withand without
incidentshockat NASA Lewis ResearchCenter.
TheresuRsof the bleedinvestigationwerepresentedintwo formats,one givingthe
flow detailsin orderto understandthe natureof the interaction,andanothergivingthe
bleedperformanceparameterssuchas the dischargecoefficientand total pressurerecovery
which are usefulto the designer. The detailedpressureandMachnumbercontoursaswell
as velocityprofileswithinthe interactionzone andinsidethebleed slots revealedthe
!
! •
i"
il importantflow physicsandthe mechanismsaffectingthe flow separationand demonstrated
_i thevariationinthe bleedflow velocities,andpressuregradientdistributionacrossthe bleed
port. Onthe other hand,the bleedperformanceresultsin the form of bleedefficiencyand
pressurerecoveryat differentplenumpressuresand for differentbleedconfigurationsis
usefulin selecting the optimumbleed configurationininletdesigns.
ANALYSIS
The s_lutiondomainfor the compressibleNavier-Stokesequationsextendedinside
the bleedslot andupstreamand downstreamthe interactionregion. Thechangein bleed
(suction)massflow was accomplishedin the numericalinvestigationthroughchangingthe
t static pressureat the bottomof the bleed slot over a widerange coveringchokedand
unchokedflow conditions. The PARCcode [16] was selected afterit was validated[10]
for the case of separatedSWTBLIat Mach2.96 through comparisonwith Law'_[17]
experimentaldata. Themeshspacingwas variedin boththe streamwise,and normal
directionsto capturethe importantflow characteristicsin the shock wave boundarylayer
interactionsand.insidethe bleed port.
SUMMARY
!, 1. Effect of Normgl Blced Slot Location in Laminar Bgpndary Laygr/Shockl i
!i Interaction
ti A studywas conductedforbleeclthrc_1|_a normalslot atthree locationsupstream,
acrossand downstreamthe shock [9]. Theexternalflow conditionswere M_ = 2.0,.
Re®= 1.812×10_/fl.,and an impingementobliqueshockangle of 32.585 deg.,
correspondingto the experimentaltest conditionsofHakinen et al. [18] withoutbleed. The g
bleedslot width ofD = 0.011 inchwas equal to theboundarylayerdisplacementthickness
8*beforethe interactionat x = 1.96 inchfi'omthe fiatplateleadingedge (I)/8'=1) and the
slot depthwas three times its width(L/D= 3.0). Fora givenplenumpressureatthe slot
exit, it was foundthatthe shock inducedflow separationon theplate surfacewas eliminated
in theacrossthe shockbleedconfiguration,but only reducedforthe othertwo bleed
locations. The resultsof this investigationwerepublishedin the Journalof Propulsionand
Power,Vol. 11, No. 1,pp. 42-48, Jan.-Feb.1995, and presentedas AIAAPaper9_-2014
entitled"The Effect of Bleed Configurationon ShockLaminarBoundaryLayer
Interaction,"at the JointPropulsionConferencein Pasadena,CA, June14-16, 1991
(AppendixA).
2. Effect of Bleed Mass Flow Thrgngh a Normal Slot in Shock-Wave/Turbulent-
Boundary-Laver Interaction
A studywas completedto investigatethe effect of bleed massflow in a normalslot 4
acrossthe incidentobliqueshockimpingementpoint. Theexternalflow conditionswere
M_ = 2.96, Re_: 1.2xl0_/R., andimpingingobliqueshockangle of 25.84 degree,
correspondingto the experimentaltest conditionsof Law [17] withoutbleed. The bleed
slot widthwas D = 0.0213 _. whichis equalto 1.617timesthe boundarylayerthickness8
upstreamof the interactionatx = 0.9 fL (D/8 = 1.617), andthe bleedmass flow variedup
to chokedconditions(30%of the incomingboundarylayermassflow). Thecomputed
bleed results[10] indicateda complexexpansionand compressionwave structureacrossthe
slot openingdue to bleedflow entrainment.Thenet effectof the bleedon the flow
downstreamis to reducethe momentumand displacementhicknessand to move the
reflectedshock closerto the surface. Thereductioninthe momentumthickness
downstreamof the interactionincreasedwiththeincreasein bleedmass flow, but eventually
plateaud. Thisworkwas publishedin the Journalof Propulsion_d Power,Vol. 10, No. 1,
pp. 79-81, Jan.-Feb.1995, and presentedas AIAAPaner92-3085 entitled"An
Investigationof Shock/TurbulentBoundaryLayer/BleedInteraction,"atthe Joint
PropulsionConferenceinNashville,Tennessee,July_6_8,_L992(AppendixB).
3. Effect of Normal Bleed ConfigurAtion
A parametricstudywas conductedto determinetheeffect of normalbleed slot
configurationon shockwave turbulentboundarylayerinteractions[11]. Theexternalflow
conditionswere Moo= 2.96, Re_ = 1.2xl07/fLandobliqueshockimpingementangle of
25.84 degree. Differentslot width,depthandinclinationwere investigated. The resultsof
the parametric investigationof the normalbleed slot configurationin STBLIwere presented
asAIAAPaver 93-0294 entitled"A ParametricStudyof Bleed in ShockWaveBoundary
LayerInteractions,"atthe 31st AerospaceSciencesMeetingin Reno,Nevada,January11-
14, 1993 (AppendixC).
(a) Slot Width
Flow computationalresultswere obtainedover a wide rangeof bleed massflows for -_
threedifferentslot widths0.8, 1.6 and 3.2 times the boundarylayerthicknessupstreamof. '.'_
the interaction[14]. Theresultsindicatethatthebleed dischargecoefficientand total
pressurerecoveryare notvery sensitiveto the bleedslot width.
(b) Slot Asoect l_ti 0 .,
Two slot aspect ratios= 3 and 6 were investigatedfor the intermediateslot width.
Both the dischargecoefficientand the momentumthickness downstreamof the interaction
were sensitiveto changes in L/D_d bothimprovedas the aspect ratioincreased.
:!
Additionalflow computationswere performedforthree differentbleed locations
relativeto the shock impingementpointfor thewidestbleedslot (D/8 = 3.2) over a range of
bleedmass flowsup to chokedconditions. Theupstream,across,and downstreambleed
slot locationscorrespondedto the slot centerat -D, 0 and +D relativeto the shock
impingementpoint. Theresultsindicatethatacrossthe shockbleedgives the largest
reductioninthe momentumthicknessdownstreamof the interactio..,tat allbleedmass flows.
• _ -_..,.,'........ _"_ ......... :.Y_---.__..-=a-z_a:........n_................ .-._, _=,, .; ..... ,, : " . ........ .........-.: ....... . _
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However, the total pressure recovery at the bleed slot exit was higherfor downstream
bleed.
4. Effect of Bleed Slot Anale and Location
Detailedflow computations[12] were performedfor 20° slantedand90° normal
slot_at threedifferentlocationsupstream,acrossanddownstreamof the inviscidshock
impingementlocationrelativeto the flatplate surfaceat Moo= 2.96, Re_ = 1.2xl07/ft. and
obliqueshock impingementangle of 25.84 deg. Theslot openingwas keptthe samefor
both slotswithD/8 = 0.8085 for the normalslot and 0.2766 for the 20° slantedslot. The
resultsindicatea largerecirculatingflow regioninsidethe normalslot butnot in the20°
slantedslot causingthe chokeddischargecoefficientto morethantriple. Bleedthrough the
slantedslot producedredevelopingboundarylayerdownstream,with a higherfriction
coefficient. Thelargestreductionin theboundarylayermomentumand displacement
thicknessdownstreamof the interactionwere associatedwiththe normalslot bleedacross
the shock.
The slantedbleed dischargecoefficientwas found to be moresensitiveto bleed _
locationand hadthe highest valuewhen thebleed slot was located upstreamof the shock.
Normalbleed acrossthe shockresultedin the largestreductionsin bothboundarylayer
displacementandmomentumthicknessdownstreamof the interaction. Theresultsof this
investigationwillappearin 3ournalof PropulsionandPower, Vol. 11,No. 6, Nov.-Dec..
1995 entitled"Shock-WaveBoundary-LayerInteractionswith Bleed, Part2: Effectof Slot
Location," andwere presentedas AIAAPacer 93-2992 entitled"An Investigation of Shock
Wave TurbulentBoundaryLayerInteractionwithBleed ThroughSlant_ Slots," in ._
Orlando,Florida, :July1993 (AppendixD).
a
5. Plenum Interactions . _'_,
Thenumericalinvestigationof shock-wave/turbulentboundary-layer/bleed
interactionswas conductedwith a plenumat the endof thebleed slot [13]. Theresults
werecomparedwiththe experimentaldataobtainedbyWilliset al. [14] and Davis et al. i"
[15] in the l'xl' supersonictunnelatNASA Lewis Resem'chCenter. In this studythe
externalflow conditionswere1_ = 2.46, Re_ - 1.81xl07/fl., andthe ratioof the slot '
widthwas one thirdthe incomingboundarylayerthicknessbeforethe interaction0)/8 = i:_,
1/3).. Theflow simulationswere.performed overa rangeof plenumpressuresto simulate
increasedbleed massflow ratesup to chokingfor two shock strengthscorrespondingto
shock generatorwedge angle of 0° and 8o. Thecomputationalresultswith andwithoutthe
plenumindicatedthatthe interactionbetweenthe plenumandthe recirculatingflow inside
the slot caused fluctuationsin thebleed mass flow at the slot exit. Thesevariationswere
associatedwiththe changesin the size of the separatedflow regionsoverboth slot walls at
exit. However,the bleedmass flow at the slot openingdidnotfluctuateand remained
steadyatthe meanvalue of the exit mass flow. The comput.edbleed massflow at the slot
inletwere in good agreementwiththe experimentalmeasurements.These resultswere
presentedin AIAAPaper95-0033, "How Characteristicsis inBoundaryLayerBleed Slots
4
withPlenum,"atthe 33rd AerospaceSciencesMeeting, inReno,Nevada,January9-12,
i 1.995(AppendixE).
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Effect of Bleed Configuration on Shock/Laminar
Boundary-Layer Interactions
A. Hamcd °
Unirer._ity of Cincimmti, Citwinnati, Ohio 45221
and
T. Lehnigt
Cold Jet, hw,, Lor¢land, Ohio 45140 .
Theflowfieldcharacteristicsare simulatednumericallyin an obliqueshockwave/laminarboundary.layer
interactionfor threedifferentbleedconfigurations.Thenumericalsolutionfor the flowfleldIsobtainedfoethe
strongc0nservation-lawformof the two,dimensionalcompressibleNavler.Stokesequationsust_ amImplicit ,.
scheme.Thecomputationsmodelthe flow in the interactionregionandInsidethebleedslot foe an Impinging
obliqueshockof sufficientstrengthto causeboundary-layerseparationon a fiat plate boundarylays. The
computedresultsare presentedfora normalbleedslot at threedifferentlocations:l) upstream°21acrou, and
3) downstreamof theshockImpingementpoint.Thedetailedflowcharacteristicsin the Interactionzoneand
insidethe bleedslot are comparedfor the threeCases.Ther_ulting surfacepressureand shearstress and
boundary-layerdisplacementandmomentumthicknessdistributionsarealsocOmpare¢!forthethreeb!_ _____
andfor the shockwave/boundary.layer!nteractionwithoutbleed.
Introduction effects of bleed hole size. t'.t4 and location relative to the
AIR bleed systems are used for controllingthe shock wave/ _hock._ t" Strike and Rippy" measured the surface pressureboundary-layer interactions when operating at super- in the interaction zone of an oblique shock wave impinging
sonic speeds. Proper bleed system design is particularly ira- a turbulent boundary layer Over a flat plate, with suction.
portant for the efficient and stable, operation of mixed They determined that less suction is required to control sup-
compression supersonic inlets._ The fundamental objectives aration, when applied upstream of the shOck. Seebaugh and
of supersonic inlet bleed system design are tO provide good Childs"' investigated experimentally the axisymmetric flow in
aerodynamic flow characteristics with minimum boundary, - the interaction region of the boundary, layer inside a duct.
layer bleed. :._ The elimination or reduction of separation in Contrary tO the conclusions of Strike and Rippy, _ suctiOn
shock wave/boundary,layer interactions _ is essential for con, within the interaction region was found to be more effective
trolling the pressure loss and maintaining a stable flowfield in suppressing the effects of separation.
in supersonic inlets. Minimizing the bleed required to achieve The purpose of this study is to clarifythe effect of bleed loea-
boundary-layer control allows the penalties associated with tion On controlling fl0w separation in shock wave/bourldaty-
incorporation of a supersonic inlet bleed system to be mini- layer interactions. Numerical computations are performed to _-
mized as well. These penalties include a loss of inlet mass determine the flow characteristics in the interaction zone of ,,
flOWand an increase in drag due to venting of the bleed air an oblique shock wave/boundary layer, and wffhin a normal ii_
into the freestream. Ideally, removal of only that portion of bleed slot, upstre_im, downstream, and across the oblique
the low-momentum boundary layer needed to inhibit sepa- shock impingement point. ,
ration is desired.
Comparisons of internal flow computational results-'-7with Computational Details _.
the experimental measurements in Supersonic inlets4." re- The bleed study is Conducted initially for laminar flow, in
vealed reasonable agreement between the computed and order to allow the flowfield characterization to be accom-
measured surface pressures upstream of the rampbleed. How- plished without the uncertainties associated with turbulence '
ever. discrepancies in the predicted shock locations and ve- modeling. The partial differential equations used to describe t':"_Iocityprofiles were observed downstream of shock/boundary- the flow are the time-dependent compressible Navier-Stokes
layer interactions with bleed, equations in strong conservation law form. The flow is treated
Hamed and Shang _reviewed the existingexperimental data as a perfect gas with molecular dynamic viscosity given by
base for shock wave/boundary-layer interactions in supersonic Sutherland's law, and a gas conductivity based on a constant
inlets and other related configurations. According to this sur- Prandtl number. An implicit approximate factorization
vey. there is enough experimental evidence¥- ,4 to indicate technique '_is used in the numerical solution of the governing
that local bleed can control flow separation in shock wave/ equations. Prior to the bleed investigation, the code re.t7has
boundary-layer interactions. There are disagreements, t how- been validated for laminarshock wave/boundary-layer inter-
ever, among the different experimental results regarding the actions both for separated and unseparated flowsm by com-
paring the computational resultswith Hakkinen's experimen-
Pre._ntedas Paper91.2014at theAIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE27th tal data.*VThe solution is obtained in a domain that includes the in-
JointPropulsionConference,Sacramento,CA. June24-26. 1991; teraction region and the interior of the bleed port as shown
receivedAug. 2, 1991;revisionreceivedMay4, 1993;acceptedfor
publicationMay9, 1994.Copyright© 1991by theA-,tericanInstitute schematically in Fig. I. "l'h_.specified static pressure at the
of Aeronauticsand Astronautics.Inc. Allrightsreserved, bottom of the bleed slot simulates the plenum pressure that
*Professor.Departmentof AerospaceEngineeringandEngineer- controls the bleed level for a given slot and flow configuration.
inkMechanics.FellowAIAA. Zero-order interpolations are applied for the rest of the flow ,
tSeniorPrOjeCtEngineer.MemberAIAA. variables at the bottom of the bleed slot. The no-slip condi-
°.'
lJ','_ll l,'-_%lJJl II:_l(i iiIIJt I%1 _.%ll,.j|'_. Ii(/J _lJ._,l_l J._ll I(. J'_l.; I_. L,L.-IIIJ_I"I t.1
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Fig. I Schematicof thesolutiondomainfor theshock-wave/boundary.layer/bleedlnteractloa.
tion, adiabatic wall. and :,era normal pressuregradientsare The flOWsOlution convergencemonitoring was based On
specified at the solid surfaces,The impinging shockwave is the shearstressat the plate surfacer.. as follows:
explicitly introducedat the upper boundary using the Ran-
kine_Hugoniotrelations.Zero-orderextrapolationof the flow I r',: - r',: 'lvariables is enforcedat th downst amb undary, which is _ = r',',
carefully positioned such that all generated or reflected shocks
exit through it. The specified convergence criterion was e <- 10 _ for the
The onhogonal grid spacing was varied in both the stream- evaluation points at X < X,.. and e _ 10 ' for the evaluation
wise and normal directions to capture the important flow points located at X > X,. to account for the different rates
characteristics in the shock wave.boundary-layer interaction for convergence at the different locations from the plate lead-
zone and inside the bleed Slot.t_The computational grid con, ing edge (where X,, is the tested shock impingement point
sisted of (243 X 107) mesh points in the streamwisc and location) ......
normal directions, respectively, with grid clustering _t the
plate and around the slot walls. The following grid distribution -
was implemented in the solution of the shock.wave,'laminar Results and Discussion
boundary-layer interactions with bleed: Results are present,_d for the Computed flowfield in the
interaction zone Ofan oblique shock/laminar boundary-layer
interaeti0n with bleed applied through a normal slot at three
AF, -- 0.0375 77 -< j _ 1(17 (1) different locations relative to the shock impingement point.
The freestream conditions are 2.0 Math number and 2.t)6 ×
AY, = 1.12SAY 36._-1- _ 76 (2) 10_ Reynolds number, based on the shock impingement lo-
cation, x = 1.96 in.. from the flat plate le;_dingedge. The
• shock angle of 32.585 deg corresponds to the test conditions . _.\
AY,'= 1.5625 x 10__ 28 _ j < 35 (3) of Hakkinen et al. _''for the separated flow case. The com- ' '
putations are performed at the same freestream conditions
AY, - 1.125AY, ,, I _ j _- 27 (4) and shock strength, with bleed applied through a normal slot
that ts 0.011 in. wide and 0.033 in. deep. The slot width was
where j = I represents the bottom, and j = 32 the top of the equal tO the boundary,layer displacement thickness before
bleed slot. the interaction, and its depth-to-width ratio of 3 is selected
The grid inside the bleed slot consisted of (34 x 32) mesh based on the experimental results of the optimization study
points in the streamwise and normal direction, respectively, by Syberg and KOncsek.: The slot was positioned at three _'Stretching was used in the streamwise direction, in order to different locations, upstream, downstream, and across the
Cluster the grid points inside, and near.the slot as follows: shock impingement point. For across the shock bleed, the slot
center was positioned directly at the shock impingement point
with the fiat plate surface (X., = I.% in.). The downstr_'am
AX, = 0.03 i _ I _ 64, ! + 63 _ i (5) bleed Casewas chosen such that the centerline of the bleed
slot is at the location of the maximum computed surface shear
AX, = !.5625 x 10 -_ I - 20 _: i ": ! - 13 stress in the separated flow case without bleed (x = 2.167
i + 13 s i _ i + 20 (6) in:). The upstream bleed location was similarly selected atthe opposite side relative to the shock impingement point with
the centerline at x -- 1.753 in. from the leading edge. The
= - slot base pressure was maintained at the same value (0.42 of
AX, I. 125AX,,, I -_ 21 ="i =- I 63 (7) preshockpressure), whichresulted in bleed mass rates of 3.42,
I + 12 > i _"I + 1 4.65, and 5.05-% of the upstream boundary-layer mass flow
for upstream,acrosS,and downstreambleed cases,respee.
= tively. Someof the computedresultsfor downstreambleed•
AX, 1.125AX,, i - 12 s i < I (8) ¢onfguration were reported earlier. '"Here, the results of the
I + 21 _ i "_I + 62 flowfield computations in the Shock/boundary-layer/bleed in-
teraction zone are presented for the upstream and across the
where i = I represents the grid at the center of the bleed shock bleed. The computed results are compared for the three
slot. 9 bleedlocationsand for the casewith nobleed.
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Fig. 2 Presaure contours for the no-bk,cd case
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Fig. 3 Comparison o1'surt'eL'epremmre dbtflbution for the dlffereut
bleed configurations. Fig. 4 Premtre contours for upstmm bleed,
Figure2 showsthepressuredistdbutlonneartheinteraction 1.36). As for the staticpressuredistributiondownstreamof
: zone for the no bleedcase.The incidentshockand the sep- the bleedslot. there is an abruptpressuredrop for a short
, arationandreattachmen(shocksares.'enin thisfigure.Figure distancefollowedby a gradualpressurerisein the upstream
_ 3 showsthe plate surfacepressuredistributionof the three bleedcase.However, inthedownstreambleedcase,the static
bleedcasesand for nobleed. The wall pressuredistribution pressureoverthe platesurfacedropsdownstreamof the bleed
showsa significantreductionin the lengthof the interaction slot,whereasin the acrossthe shockbleedcasethe pressure
regioncomparedto the nonbieedcase,andan eliminationof risesfirst, thendropsslightly.
the pressureplateauin all three bleedconfigurations.Fur- Onecanseethatin boththeupstreamandacrosstheshock
thermore,thepressureratiodownstreamis slightlyincreased bleedcases,thepressurestartstodropbeforetheslotopening
over the nonbleedinteractioncase.Theseobservationsagree and reachesa valueof pip, ... 0.8 at the intersectionof the
with previousreportson the effectof bleed,asdiscussedby fiat platewith the upstreamslotwall. in the caseof down-
HamedandShang.' Figure3 clearlyshowsthat there isa big streambleed, the pressuleinitially buildsup on the plate
differenceinthe staticpressure,at thecomerof the fiat plate surfaceupstreamof theslotope_in8, reachinga valueslightly
surfaceandthedownstreamslotwallforthe threebleedcases, higherthan that of the plateaupressurein the caseof sepa-
Thispressureis lowest(pip, = 1.22)for the upstreambleed rated flow without bleed(pip, ~ !.2), followed by a very
case.andhighest(pip, =. !.5) for thedownstreambleedcase sharpdropto 0.8 at theupstreamslotwallcomer. In all three
with the acrossthe shockpressurevaluein between(pip, = cases,thereisan initialmoderatepressuredropoverthe first
lo
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'i. . o , _ IIAMI-|J '_NDJl.ll_l(i MltJ( K I AMI_.-_R|fl)I.%DARY I AYF_R|%II-RAI ll(J_5 4.5if I" part of the sk)t opening folh)wed by a 5harp rise acrossa shuckemanatin8 i_tsid¢ the slot as sh¢)wn for the upstream bleed .........
i pressure contours of Fig, 4. "........................
The Math number contours are presetlted JnFigS. 5-7. The ........................
i contours indicate a choked flow in all three hh:ed cases. The.,,ub._t)nicboundaty-la,ver fk)w entering the bleed .slot initially
accelerate.,+due to the ,;eparation babble at the upstream wall
i _ o[ the blued slot that acts as a _onvcrging-type ¢()t_.striction..
After passing through the convergent section of the constric- ".......
-' tiOn. the n6w choked flow goes through a brief expansion
region where the flow is further accelerated. The fiL+wthen
decelerates toward._ the slot exit as it reaches an effectively
Constant area dov,'nstream of the separation bubble.
The velocity distributions across the slot opening are shown
in Figs. 8- lO. Generally the normal velodty component in- z+
_: creases gradually .cross the slot opening _ind reaches a plateau -:i v/U_ ~ -0.3 somewhere in the downstream h lf of the bl ed
ii I' slot. with a slight inCreaSe further near the downstream slot
i _all in the two cases of acre:ass the shock and downstream
Fig. ? Machnumbercontoursfor downstreamble_d.
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bleedconfigurations, 2.o-
bleed, On the other hand, the streamwise velocity component :"
reaches a local ulU_ Of 0.5-0.6 upstream of the slot shock, _.s
then drops linearly reaching slightly negative values (-,0.02 _,
to -0.1) near the downstream slot corner. Typically, in the _
computations of flowfields involving bleed, the bleed mass '_ _.o
flux is specified while the tangential velocity is set equal to
zero across the bleed zone. The results of Figs. 8-; 10 suggest
that the neglect of the streamwise velocity component in the
bleed zone of shock wavelboundary.layer interaction can con- 0.s
stitute a serious source of error in the computations. This
might be a major cause of discrepanciesbetween _he corn,
puted and expeflmental results downstream of the imeracti0n
bleed zone in supersonic inlets/-_ o.o ,,,, ....... ........... , ........ _.
Figure 11 presentsthe computed skin friction distribution o.,o o_o oao o_0 __/ __0 __o
over the fiat plate surface for the three bleed locations and x/x,_
for the no bleed separated flow case. The reduction in the FIR. t3 Com_rbon of Rparetlon t'qO_ for the different bleed cos.
length of the interaction zone due to__bleed is clear in this II_r_flom,
- • s,qr.-r,iClL_U ....... I.... _ __.,_ J............. _ ...... _ - t ...........
:. _..
, , llAML-I) ANI) t.l".ttNl(L MH)( K L.,AMINAR B()L NI)ARY-I.AYER IN1ERACI I()N._ 4']-
i " eteEo strongConservatiOnlawform.,The investigationw_s.restricted
L L -- [.__._,tC_OeS.,Se,OCKetmLI tO laminarflOWstO avoid the uncertaintiesassociatedWith
the normalbleed slot,and computationalgrid wasClustered
-_: nearth©surfaces,Threebleedlocationsupstream,across,
L "............................................. and downstreamof the shock impingementpoint were in-
,, i " I v stigated for the ,q'ameslot size and Static pressure _it the
[, _ _ ............................__'___ _' __ bottomofthebleedport,Resultswerepresentedforpressure
= '__ andM ach number throughout the 'nteractionre glen and in-
l -J/+ ,_ side the bleed pOrt. and for the Surface pressure and skin
,)P" i I friction distribution. ACcording to the computed results, the° I across-shock bleed proved to be the most effective in pro-
...... ¿ [ _ venting separation and shortening the interaction length,
°o us 1 ,_ _ whereaS the upstream bleed slot proved to be the least ef-
fective. The results indicate that the downstream bleed slot
x_, location produced the most favorable velocity profiles and
Fill. 14 Comparisonof the boundary-layerdisplacementthickness skin friCtionrecovery downstream of the interaction region, ,. !
for the differentbleed.configurations, as well as the maximum reduction in boundary-layer mo-
mentum and displacement thickness. The results suggest that
a combination of across-shock and downstream bleed slots
'_" i f'. • Noe_Eo I might provide the two advantages, namely no flow separation
: " , - ].-.--UPST_OU_eC_EO| in the interaction region and fuller boundary-layer profiles
§ ' /.-.-, ACaeSS.SV_r_eCEn downstream of the interaction zone.
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Investigation of Shock/Turbulent Boundary-Layer
Bleed Interactions
A. Hamed,* S. Shih,? and J. J. Yeuan?
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221
A nu_nericalinvsstig8tionwas conductedto determinetheeffectof bleedon obliqueshockwave/turbulent
boundary-layerinteractions(SWBLI).The numericalsolutionsto the compresaibleNovler-Stokesequations
revealtheflowdetailsthroughouthe interactionzoneandinsidethenormalbleedslot. Resultsore presented
for an incidentobliqueshockof sufficientstrengthto causeboundary-layerseparationon a flatplate in the
absenceof bleedat • fresstreamMachnumberof 2.96andReynoldsnumberof 1.2 x 107/it,withbleedapplied
acrmsthe shockimpingementlocationovera rangeof bleedmassflowratescorrespondingto differentvalues
of plenumpreuures. The resultsindicatea complexflowstructurewith 18rilevariationsin boththe norrmd
and tangenthdflow velocitiesacrossthe bleedslot. The flow entrainmentintothe slit is accompaniedby an
expanelon.enmpressionwave systemwitha bow shockoriginatinllinsidethe bleedslot. Incres_._ the bleed
rnsmflowbydeerensinlithe plenumpreseurecausedan in/thddecrease,thena laterIncreasein boundary-
layermomentumanddisplacementhicknesedownstreamof the interaction.
Introduction terms of removing flow separation, shortening the interaction
THE control of flow separation in shock boundary-layer length, increasing the pressuregradient, and producing fullerinteractions can be accomplished t rough flow suction velocity profiles downstream of the interacti n. Lee and
(bleed) in the interaction zone. In the case of mixed compres- Leblancepresented their experimental results from taps, schli-
sion supersonic inlets, the bleed system design is critical tO eren, pitot, and static probes for two levels of suction applied
the efficient and stable operation of the system. Hamed and through porous wall sections across the shock impingement
Shangt reviewed the existing experimental data for shock wave point. The poor performance of the weak suction was attrib-
boundary-layer interactions in supersonic inlets and other re- uted to the effects of surface roughness.
latedconflgnrations. According to this survey, there is enough Fukuda et al.7 determined experimentally the change in
experimental evidence2-7 to indicate that local bleed can con-. boundary-layercharacteristics across oblique shock wave in- _
trol flow separation in shock wave/boundary-layer interne- teractions with bleed over the centerbody and cowl of a super-
tions. There are disagreements, t however, among the differ- sonic inlet. This study was conducted at different bleed mass
ent experimental results regarding the effects of bleed location flow rates, bleed hole sizes, bleed locations relative to the
relative to the shock2"'7 and of bleed hole size.7.s shock,and bleed hole inclination relative to the surface. Based
Strike and Rippy2obtained surface pressure measurements on the change in boundary,layer displacement and momen-
with porous bleed applied across and upstream of the shock turn thicknesses, and in the transformed form factor for the _:_
impingement. Based on the minimum mass flow required for different bleed configurations, they concluded that bleeding • f_u
thestatic pressure downstream of the interaction to reach the upstream and downstream of the interaction was preferable _''_i
theoretical pressure ratio, they determined that less suction . to bleeding across the shock. These results were unchanged 4
isrequiredwhen applied upstream. Seebough and Childs3who by the normal bleed hole size which was found to have a
conductedtheir oblique shock wave boundary-layerbleed study negligibleeffect on the results.
over the inner surface of a cylinder, with a cone as a shock Most viscous flow computations in supersonic inletsv-ts re- : ;
generator, concluded that across the shock bleed was more quire some knowledge of bleed flow rates and/or pressure
effective in controlling boundary-layer separation. I-Iingstand distributionin the bleed regions. Comparisons of internal flow
Tanji4 and Benhachmi et al.s used pressure taps to measure computational results with the experimental measurements in i-
the surface pressure, and hot wire to measure the bleed mass supersonic inlets revealed reasonable agreement between the ! '
flow distribution through nozmal holes in SWBLI. Their re- computed and measured surface .pressuresupstream of the i_i
suits indicated that the bleed mass flow distribution followed ramp bleed. However, discrepanc|es in the predicted shock
the surfacepressure distribution. In addition, Hingst andTangi4 locations and velocity profiles downstream of shock bound,
used pitot probe surveys and surface flow visualization to ary-layer interactions with bleed suggest deficiencies in the
compare the performance of bleed locations upstream, across, bleed modeling. Other investigators actually solved the flow
and downstream the shock. According to this study, across throughthe boundary layer and into the bleed slot. providing
the shock and downstream bleed produced similar results in insight into the bleed flow region, te.t' This. approach elimi-
nates the need for experimentally deriveo meea mooeJs mr
supersonic inlet flow simulations, butcan be very costly com-
putationally.
Presentedas Paper92-3085at the AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE28th Recently, some research efforts have been directed at ira-
JointPropulsionConference,Nashville,TN, July6-8, 1992; received proving bleed models. Paynter et at.to used the rough wall
Aug. 20, 1992;revisionreceivedApril 5, 1993;acceptedfor publi- algebraicturbulence model of Cebeci and Chang_ to simulate
cationApril29, 1993.Copyright• 1993by trteautnon. Published the overall effect of bleed on the growth of the boundary
bytheAmericanInstituteofAeronauticsandAstronautics,Inc.,with layer. The proper values of the roughness parameters werepermission.
•Professor,Depirtmentof AerospaceEngineeringand Engineer, determined through matching the computational and test re-suits for near wall velocity distributions downstream of theins Mechanics.FellowAIAA.
•Departmentof AerospaceEngineeringand Engineedn| Me- bleed band for seven bleed configurations, with shock bound-
chanica.StudentMemberAIAA. ary-layer interactions in some cases. The results of this in-
le
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vestigationdemonstratea Strongdependenceof the surface (bleed)is appliedthrougha normalslot locatedacrossthe
roughnessOn the fraction of the upstreamboundary-layer incidentobliqueshockon a flat plate turbulent boundary
massflux removed,High roughnessvalueswere foundfor layer,The.regioninsidetheslotfrom the bleedsurfaceto the.
bleedratesbetween3_,15% oftheupstreamboundary-layer plenumexitwasincludedinthesolutiondomaininOrderto
massflux,butwereinsignificantforlowerand higherbleed realisticallymodelthebleedfl0wand itsvariationwiththe
rates.Chokedbleedflowthroughslantedholesgavethebest plenumpressure.The resultsoftheflowcomp_nadonswhh
boundary-layerprofileintermsofflowseparatiOnControl. differentbleedmassflowratesrevealindetailthevarious
Hamed andLehnig-".-'zconductedanumericalstudyinan flowregimesintheinteractionregionand withinthebleed
incidentObliqueshock/laminarboundary,layerinteraction,with slot.
bleedthrougha normalslot.By obtainingtheflowsolution
inadomainthatincludedtheshockboundary-layerandex- ComputatlonalDetails
tendedinsidethebleedslot,theywereabletorevealthe The PARC code_ was usedinthepresentinvestigation
variousregimesinthiscomplexfiOwfeld.Theirresultsdem- afterconductingvalidationstudiesforshockwave/turbulent
onstratoda largevariationi boththenormalandtangential boundary-layerinteractions,24withand withoutflowsepa-
flowvelocitydistributionacrossthebleedslotopeningatthe ration.The performanceoffourdifferentCodeswithdifferent
platesurface.A separatedflowregioninsidethebleedslot turbulencemodelswasassessedintermsoftheagreementof
inthecomputedresultssuggestsareductionintheflowcoef- theirComputedresultswiththeexperimentaldataofRefs.25
ficientandtotalpressure.Hamod andLehnigz_presentedthe and26.The requiredgridrefnementandcomputertimeto
flowfieldsforthreelocationsofthenormalbleedslot,up- reachthisagreementwerecomparedforincidentshockon a
stream,across,and downstreamoftheshockimpingement flatplateboundarylayer,and forflowovera compression
point.The resultsdemonstratedthatforagivenplenumpres- comer.The predictionftheseparationlength,thesurface
sureattheslotexit,theshock-inducedflowseparationthe pressurepropagationupstreamOftheinteraction,a d the
platewas eliminatedintheacrosstheshockbleedconfgu- recoveryoftheskinfrictiondownstreamoftheinteraction
rationand reducedintheupstreamand downstreambleed receivedspecialattention.From thefourassessedcodes,the
cases.EdwardsandMcRae2"-alsocomputedtheflowfieldfor two_,_thatUsetheimplicitapproximatefaetorizationtech-
anobliqueincidentshock,on alaminarboundarylayer,with niqueofBeam andWarming_ toadvancethesolution,per-
bleed through a normal slot across the shock impingement formed best both in terms of computer time and grid inde-
point. They compared the computed surface pressure distri- pendence. Visbal's code= was the most robust, required the
butions for a specified uniform normal bleed velocity across least numberof time steps to reach convergence, and its corn-
the slot to the plenum case, and demonstrated that the first poted results were consistently better than those obtained
case underprediCtsthe initial flow expansion into the slot. The _om the other codes with algebraic turbulence model. How-
solution domain for the plenum case was similar to that of ever, Awa et al._ proved the two equation k-e model to be
Hamed and Lehnig,_°.'1but a uniform suction velocity was superior to the algebraic models for applications with sepa-
specified at the slot exit. ratedflOWS.Consequently, the PARC code_ was used in the
The discrepancies among the different experimental studies present study because among the uodes with the two equation
is an indication of the complexity of the flow in these config- turbulence models, it performed best, in terms of agreement
t urations. Based on the comparison of their computational with the experimental results and required the least grid re-
results with the experimental data of supersonic inlet flow- finement to achieve this asreement3 4 In addition, the PARC
fields, Reddy et al. I) stressed the need for a detailed study of code was validated3° th ough comparisons with experimental
I the effect of the individual bleed ports. Bleed optimization data for several flow configurations including supersonic flow
I can only be accomplished through a parametric investigation over compression with separation, and has been used in sev- •
: in which the bleed conditions are changed systematically. The eral supersonic and hypersonic inlet flow simulations. |a-|4.)|
large number of parameters and the difficulties in obtaining Centraldifferencingexplicitand implicitdissipation schemes)2 '_
accurate flow measurements in the interaction zone precludes are used in the PARE code for the solution of the Reynolds- "<':'
a complete experimental investigation, averaged Navier-Stokesequations in strong conservation form. _ '
The purpose of the present study is to conduct a numerical The Beam and Warmingfactorization algorithm coupled with _.
investigation to Characterize the fowfield in oblique shock Pulliam's pentadiagonal formulation form the basis of its ira.
•- wave/turbulent boundary-layer interactions with bleed, and plicit LU-ADI style solution scheme. The turbulonce model
to provide a basic understanding of the bleed flow controlling used in the PARC code is based on Chien's low Reynolds
mechanisms. In the investigated configuration, flow suction numberk-e model )) with NicholsJ°modifications to add com-
... _ .
.._M " _1.9t Ttw • 4-_2OR
Re - 1.2 x 107.1it P_ - 14.7 pit
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the pressibility effects. For the simulation, flow was considered . around the shock impingement location I ft from the flat plate
lary to be turbulent throughout the Calculationdomain_ no attempt leading edgc. 'l"he grid .gpaclng was varied in both x and .v
the was made to model transition and/or relaminariZation, directionswith clustering around both bleed walls and at the
r to Referring to Fig. I. the solution domain used in the two- plate surface as shown in Fig. 2. The computational results ..........
the dimensional flow simulations extends upstream of the flat were obtained with AYm,n.-_ ,3,X=,, "" 0.25794 x 10-' ft.
vith plate leading edge, downstream Of the shock wave/turbulent corresponding to y" = 2.(I at x = 0.9 ft, using a 308/68 grid
ous boundary.layer interaction region, and inside the bleed Sl0t, over the plate surface and a 75/68 grid inside the bleed slot.
eed where the specified plenum pressure at the bottom Controlled based on the grid refinement study results of Ref. 24, The
the amount of bleed mass fl0w. The incident oblique shock computations for a typical bleed case required 5000 local time
crosses the upper boundary, all other wave systems including Steps at 0.3 Courant-Friedriehs-Lewy (CFL) number tOreach
the reflected, and any separation and reattaChment shocks, steady-state solution based on six Orders Of magnitude re-
ion (:.rossthe outflow boundary. UnifOrm freestream flow con- ductions in the averaged rms error in the flux.
ent ditions are applied at the inflow boundary and all variables
pa- were extrapolated at the Outflow boundary. NO slip adiabatic Results and Discussion
ent flow Conditions are applied at the plate and bleed walls. The The Computations were performed at the incoming flow
t of static pressure is specified and first order extrapolation is conditions of M,, = 2.96, Re,, = 1,2 x 10_/ft, 7",,, = 437"R
•25 applied for the rest of the flow variables at the bottom of the and P,,, = 54.7 psi, and an impinging oblique shock angle Of
:to bleed slot. The location of the incident shock ts fixed at the 25.84 deg. These are the same as the experimental test con-
n a upper boundary with freestream and postshock conditions ditions of Law= for the separated flow case at a deflection
ion specified ups.tream.and.downStream. The slot was centered angle 8 of 7.93 deg. In his experimental study, Law used oil
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i .
flowvisualizationto revealnon-two-dimenslonaieffectsofthe 0._
cOmeron the fiat plat.e interior region. He measuredthe
separationlengthfordifferentshockgenerationspansand
usedtheseresultsOdeterminetheproperreducedspanto
minimizetheinfluenceOfthesidewallinteractionsO theflat _ bleed
plateCenterline.Figures3 and4comparethecomputedsur- .........
facepressureand skin friction withOutbleed to Law's Cen. 0.2
_erllneexperimentaldata. One can see that the predicted
separation length and surface pressuredistribution are in very ._
goodagreementwith the experimentalresults.The compu- .t
rationsaccurately predict the extent of the upstream influence _'
of theshockboundary-layerinteractionson thesurfacepres- _o.i
sureand slightlyoverpredictthe separationlength, t- .....-;:; .....
The computationswere performed under the same flow.......
conditionswitha bleedslotnormaltotheplateatdifferent
plenumpressureratios(0.95< Pb/P,,< 1.95).Foraninviscid
pressureratioacrossthereflectedshockP2/P,equals2,962,
andbasedon thedownstreampressurep,thebleedplenum o.o ........ ,....,',_ , , , ,,_, b!e,e:,.,sl, ot, ,
_ressuresare set to vaW from chokedto unchokedslotcon- 0.92 0.gs 0.gs 1.01 1.04 107
ditions(0.321< pblp'-< 0.658).The bleedslotwidthwas X (ft)
0.0213f,,,whichisequalto1.617timestheboundary-layer
thicknessupstr-_amoftheinteractionatx = 0.gft.Thedetails Flg,9 Total_ dbtrtbuttonagrm thebleedoi_inll for
of the fiowfield computational results near the bleed slot en- P'IP_ = 1.5.
tranceare presented in Figs. 5-7 for a plenum pressure ratio
of 1.5. They indicate a complex flow structure in which an 3.o
expansion-compression system is associated with the flow en-
trainment into the slot ope:dng. The initial flow turning is
weak, then the flow is turned more strongly, in the second
. oo,*'''''*" _o
° .....
0.025 2.5 °°
\_2.o -- bleed
_ ........ no bleed\
! _ o._o 1,5 ";
: e slot
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O.g7§ 1.00"1 . 1.01tS.,
x (ft) Fill,10 TemperaturedlMrllmtJonagromthebleedopeeCmlfor
_':. F_. 7 Velocityfieldsand streamlinesIn theJnter_Uon regionfor P.IPwm= 1.5.. '.limedwidth = 0.0213 It. P.IP,.t = 1.5.
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half before crossing the bow shock that orisinates inside the
slot. The Mach number contours show a stagnation point ration and reattachmant shock system is replaced by a single
behind the bow shock near the plate corner, followed by an reflected shock structure, indic=tin_ no flow separation, for
expansion fan. The flow inside the bleed slot is mostly con- plenum pressure ratios _I._. The correspondin8 variations
fined to a strip adjacent to the hack wall of the bleed slot, in static and total pressures, static temperaturco and Mach
where the flow velodtics reach supersonic values, A flow number across the bleed slot are presented in Figs. 8-II.
redrculation zone much larger than the laminar case=_oc. Thesefi_res show the sudden change in the flow properties
cuples most of the bleed slot, The computational results at across the bow shock. One can observe a reduction in both
different plenum pressure settings show that the dual sepa, the static and total pressure over the plate surface upstream i
• * * " i
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-s.o of theslotopeningdue to the flow entrainmentintothe slot.
1.2 = . Downstreamof the slot opening,both the staticand total
= .4 5 _ pressureincrease moresharplycompared to the no bleed case,
" 1.1 = Figure 12 presents the velocity distribution across Of the
N _ Displacement, ........4 0 o
o _ No Bleed - bleed slot opening for different bleed flow rates. Large var-
" 1.0 Slims No Bleed ! _ iatiOnsin both the normaland tangential velocity components
" =0=,_oMomentum -3.5 g can be seen across the slot opening with some mass injection
near the upstream comer at the high,pressure plenum set-O.e .3o _" tings, The tangential velocity reaches values as high as 90%.m
,': Ofthe freestream velocity before dropping sharplybehind the4 ,x '2.5"*
:i _ O_ ; _ with the calculated bleed mass flow are presented in Fig. 13.
0,e "15 _. The corresponding changes in the mass averaged total pres,
: - sure at the bleed slot inlet and exit are presented in Fig. 14.
0.5 ,v,, ,,, ;,,,, .... v,, ,_, ,; .... ,,,,, ,,, ,i....... ,, ,,, 1.o In these figures,the bleedmassflow is normalizedwithre-
o.oo o.lo 0.20 0.30 ..... o.4o 0.50 spectto the massflow in the incoming boundarylayer at
Mue.j/Mz,L X = 0.9, and the static and total pressures are normalized
:i!1.IS Variationof dispbcementand momentumthicknessdown. withrespect to the freestream values. With the static pressure
streamof the lnteractlenat x = 1.13 ft withbleednmMflowrate. nearly constant across the bleed slot opening, except for the
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I
L Abstract Benlmchmi et at. [9] and Paynteret al. [10] to simulate the
bleed hole roughnesseffects in the numerical solutions tolhe
A numerical investigation was conducted to study the Navier-Stokesequations. Empirical boundary conditions for
effect of bleed configuration on oblique-shock wave/turbulent the mass flux distribution across tl-,¢bleed zone in the shock
boundary-layer interactions. Bleed is applied through a bonndazy layer interactions were used with this .turbulence
normal slot across the shock impingement location. The . model to simulate the bleed influence in the numerical Q
numerical solution to the compressible Navier-Stokes computations of references [8] and [9]. Paynteret at. [I0]
equations is obtained for the turbulent flow throughout the used the experimental data for different bleed configurations __
interaction zone and inside the bleed slot forbleed mass flow to determine the appropriate value of roughness [7] that
rates up to 57%of the boundary layer mass flow upstream of. models the overall effect of bleed on the boundary layer _
the interaction. The results indicate that the bleed slot growth rate. They determined that the roughness parameter
performance improves as the slot width decreases and the dependson the fraction of the upstream boundary layer mass
length to width ratio increases. This is reflected as an. flow removed.
increase in the bleed discharge coeRicien',and total pressure,
and a reductionin theboundarylayermomentum and Hamed et al.[!I-13]and Rimlingeret at.[14]
displacemcntthicknessdownstream, conductednumericalstudiesof shock wave/boundary
layer/bleedinteractionswhich simulatedthe flow field
Introduction throughout the interaction zone and inside the bleed pert.
These studies revealed a complex pattern of expansion and
The control of shock wave boundary layer interaction . compressionwaves across the bleed opening for selectedslot
through bleed (suction) is essential for the efficientand stable [I 1-13] and hole [14] configurations. Both Hamed et al. [12]
operation of supersonic inlets. Bleed :dduces the unfavorable and Rimlingeret al. [14] studied the effect of bleed location.
ctTcctsassociated with these interactions such as boundary relative to the shock on the resulting flow field. In addition, :
layerthickening and flow distortion, and is especially critical Hamed et at. [13] predicted the variations in the boundary
for interactionswithshock strong enough to cause separation, layercharacteristicsdownstreamwith the bleed mass flow. -._i
Hamed and Shang [1] reviewed the existing data base on
shock wave boundary layer interactions in supersonic inlets. A complete bleed data base is critical to achieving inlet. _
In spite of the very limited number of investigations with bleed systemdesign objectives of eliminating or reducing the
local flow measurements in the interaction region, their effects of flow separation in SWBLI, while minimizing bleed ,..
conclusions regarding the effect of bleed configuration were _ drag and bleed mass flow. A large number of parameters
not in agreement. Fukeda et at. [2] reported no significant such as the local Math numberand shock strength, the bleed "
change in the bleed system performance with the change in hole size, slant angle and the bleed location relative to the ""
bleed hole size. Wong [3] on the other hand reported shock can influence the performance. The various bleed
significant hole size effects and recommended hole sizes studies addressed different aspects of this Complex
below the boundary layer thickness for better bleed phenomenaandpresented results forone or moreof the bleed
performance. Similarly, contradictions can be found performance parameters. The test results of Syberg and.
regardingthe effect of bleed location relative to the shock [4, Koncsek [15] consisted of the measured bleed mass flow
5]. variation with plenum pressures and the bleed drag for
choked holes. The results were presentedfor differentbleed .
Different approacheshave been tried to model bleed hole diameters, aspect ratios and slanting angles at free.
ss_thoutresolvingthe flow throughthe individualbleedholes, stream Maeh numbers ranging between 0.8 and 2.19. The.
Cebeci's algebraic turbulencemodels [6, 7] for rough wall test cases did not include shock interactions or pressure
bOundary,layers, have been used by Abrahmson et al. [8], gradient. Fukuda et al. [2] obtained boundary layer
Copyl'lllht _. 19g_ by A. Hamed, S. Shih and J.J. Yauan. Published by t_e
AaetxCan Inatituta ol Aeronautics and A|trenatttidS, InC., ¢lth peralltton.
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tmeasurementsdownstreamof boundary layer interactionsoa the inflow boundary and all variablesare extrapolatedat the
the center body and cowl of a supersonic inlet. Over the outflow boundary. No slip adiabatic flow conditions arc
range of the tested bleed mass flows, the transformedform applied at the plate and bleed walls. The static pressure is
factordownstreamof the interaction initially decreased then specifiedand firstorderextrapolationis appliedfor the restof
reacheda plateauor slightly increasedas the bleed mass flow the flow variables at the bottom of the bleed slot. The
increased. As e,,cpeCted,the slantedholes producedthe lowest location of the incident shock is fixed at the upperboundary
formfactorbut the hole size effect was insignificant. Hingst with free stream andpost shock conditions specifiedUpstream
and Tangi [16] studied bleed configurations consisting of anddownstream.
normal bleed hole rows in regions upstream, across and
downstreamof the impinging shock. Their resultsindicated A 308x68 grid was used over the platesurfacewith
that fuller boundarylayer profiles, shorterinteractionlength. AYmin = 0.25794 × 10-4 ft. corresponding to y+=2.0
and higher pressure gradients were obtained with the bleed . upstreamof the interactionat x = 0.9 ft. An 89×68 grid was
region acrossthe shock. They also used hot wire to measure. _ used inside the slot which was centered around the shock
the bleed mass flux distribution through the porous wall impingementlocationat 1 ft from the flat plate leading edge.
which was foundto change in a patternsimilarto the surface The grid spacing was varied in both x and y directions with
pres.sure, clustering around both bleed walls and at the plate surface
[13]. The _'omputationsfor a typicalbleedcase required5000
Basedon the previousdiscussion, the databaserequired . -local time steps at 0.3 CFL number to reach steady state
to optimize bleed systemdesign is not complete and does not solution based on six ordersof magnitude reductionsin the
providesufficiently detailed information.The purposeof the averaged rootmeansquareerrorin the flux.
present numerical study is to investigate the effect of bleed
configurationon the flow throughout the shock boundary Results and Discussion
layer interaction and inside the bleed port. A parametric
studywas conductecin which bleedconfigurationparameters The computations were conductedat the incoming flow
such as the bleed slot width and bleed aspect ratio were conditionsof Moo= 2.96, R.eoo= 1.2 x I07/_ and impinging
changedsystematicallyto determinetheir effects overa wide oblique shock angle of 25.84° (wedge angle of 7.93°)
range of bleed plenum pressures. The results are presented. _ correspondingto the test conditions,of reference [22] for the
for the flow field and also for the bleed performance separatedflow case with no bleed. The flow characteristics .
parameters in terms of the discharge coefficient, total -inside the normal bleed slot, and throughout the interaction
pressure recovery and boundary layer characteristics were determinedfor differentvalues of bleed mass flow, slot
downstream: width, D, and length L. The pressureat the bottom of the
bleed slot, Pb, was varied between 1.95 and 0.42 times theComputational Details free stream values to obtain normalized bleed mass flows
ranging from zero up to 0.5679 of the incoming boundary
The PARCcode [17] with a two-equationk-8 turbulence, layermassflow rate. The resultsate presentedandcompared _ _
model was used in this bleed study. The turbulencemodel is for three differentbleed slot width values of 0.0106, 0.0213
based on Chien's low Reynolds numberk-e model [18] with and 0.0426 ft. which represent0.8085, 1.617 and3.234 times "
Nichols [19] modifications to add compressibility effects, the boundary layerthickness upstreamof the interaction, and
This code has been used in severalsupersonic and hypersonic forbleed slot length to width raties.of 3.05 and6.10.inlet flow computations[20-2I].
Typical results of the flow field computations are
Numerical flow simulations were conducted for bleed presented in Fig. I for two bleed eases with slot widthsof D/5
applied through a slot normal to the wall in the interaction = 0.8085 and 1.617 at pb/Plo¢=0.845. Inside the slot, a '
region of an externallygenerated incident oblique shock and significant part of the width is occupied by a large _':
a turbulentboundary layer. The flow was consideredto be recirculatonzone while the bleed flow near the back wall
turbulentthroughoutthe calculation domain; no attemptwas reaches supersonicvelocities. The pressurecontoursindicate
madeto model transition and/or relaminarization. As in out a complexwave system acrossthe bleed slot opening,starting
previousstudies [11-13], the solutiondomain used in the two with an expansionfanat the up_ slot corner,thena bow .-
dimensional flow simulations extends upstream of the flat shock originating inside the slot. A separatedflow regionplate leadingedge, downstreamof the interactionregion and
over the platesurfaceupstreamof the narrow slot is indicated
inside the bleed slot, where the specified plenumpressure at by the Mach numbercontoursand the island of high pressure.....
the bottom Controlledthe amount of bleed mass flow. The contours above the slot at this pressure level. This effect is ..............
incident oblique shock crosses the upper boundary, and all greatlyreducedin the wider slot with the higher bleed mass
other wave systems including the reflected, and any flow, where the flow reaches higher Math numbersupstream
separation and reattaehment shocks, cross the outflow of the outgoing slot shock. Figure 2 presents the Mach
boundary. Uniformfreestreamflow conditionsare applied at numbercontoursfor the narrow slot at differentbleedplenum
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pressures while Fig. 3 presentsthe correspondingvariationin N__he bleedmass flow andis independentof the bleedgeomctry. "i
the flow propertiesacross the slot opening. One can see that , It increaseswith the bleed mass flow forvalues above 12%of
as the plenum pressure is reduced and the flow expands to the incoming boundarylayer. The decrease in the slot inlet
higher Mach numbers at the slot opening, the shock total pressure with the bleed mass flow below this value is
Originatingin the slot becomes stronger. Eventually,the flow associatedwith the formationof the slot bow shockat pb/Ploc
conditions across the slot opening remain unchanged with < 1.09 and its location relativeto the slot back corneras was
further plenum pressure reductions below pb/Ploc=0.3831, seen in Fig. 3. The behavior of the mass averaged total
Figure 2 indicates that at these low plenum pressures, the pressureat the slot exit is more complex (Fig. 5). Initially it
flow separatesalong the slots downstreamwall, effectively decreases with the bleed mass flow for the narrow and
producing a converging flow path leadingto supersonic flow intermediateslot, while it remains unchanged for the wide
diffusion inside the slot from M =-2.5 to 1.5. On the other slot. Then the total pressureat the slot exit increases forall
hand, at the highest plenum pressure, pb/Ploc=l.098, Fig. 3 slot sizes and peaks at a differentbleed mass flow in each
indicates that no shock originates inside the slot, but that the case corresponding to pb/Ploc_ 0.528 (see Fig. 4). The
mass flux out of the slot opening behind the upstreamcorner subsequentdrop in the exit total pressurein Fig. 5 was found
causes a weakobliqueshock tOform there., to be associated with flow separationover slot back wall at
the lowerplenumpressures(see Fig. 2).
The detailed flow field results for the different bleed .
comqgurations were further processed to characterize the The results for the separatedflow length overthe plate
bleed system performancein terms of integratedparameters surface,and the boundarylayerdisplacement'and momentum
such as the dischargecoefficient' total pressurerecoveryand thicknessdownstreamof the interactionarepresentedin Figs.
the boundary layer displacement and momentumthicknesses 6a through 6c. According to these results, both the
downstreamof the interaction. The bleed mass flow for the displacement and momentumthicknesses initially decrease
individual slot is characterized in terms of the discharge then start to increase with increased bleed mass flow even
ceemcient, which is definedas follows:, while the flow separation is reduced or eliminated. The
narrowslot is found to perform best in terms of the maximum
[ _+l reduction in 0 and .8* with minimum bleed mass flow,
[ 3' ( 2 _-1 mb/mbi <0.10. To explain this phenomena,Figs. 7aandCd= mb/AP, s_IR--'_"[_"_'_ I] To present the total pressuredistributionacross the opening
and the skin friction variationover the plate surface for the
three slot widths at approximately,the same bleed mass flow,
In the above definition, the bleed mass flow is normalized, mb/mbl --0.12. According to this figure, the large
with respect to the ideal mass flow if isentropic flow was to
cxpandto sonic conditions from a total temperatureequal to reductions in 0, 8* are closely associated with the weaker
thatof the free streamand a total pressureequal to the local shock inside the narrowslot' and not with the eliminationof
static pressure. With the.bleed slot centered at the shock flow separationover the platesurface. . ]
incident point at the surface, the post shock static pressure, :'
Ploc,was usedin the bleeddischargecoefficientcalculations. _ Effect of $1otAspect Ratio
At the incidentshock wedge angle of 7.93° and an incoming '_'_
free streamMach numberof 2.96, the post shock static and The pressure,and Mach numberdistribution,acrossthe
totalpressureratiosare Ploc/Pinf= 1.7752 and Pt,loc/_pt'iaf= slot opening for aspect ratios of 3.05 and 6.10 are presented
0.981 respectiveit, while the correspondingvalues after the in Fig. 8. Accordingto these figures, lower static pressures, ..
reflectedshock arep2/Pinf= 2.96 and Pt2/Pt,inf= 0.964. andratio.higherTheflOWeffectVelocitieSofthe sl tar lengthass°ciatedtowidthwithra iohigheronaspeCtbleed = '_'
Effect of Slot W/dth performanceis presented in Fig. 9. The increase in L/D
increases the discharge coefficient for both the narrowand ! ':_
Figures 4a and 4b present the variation in the bleed intermediateslots (Fig. 9a) On the other hand,the bleedexit i ".
discharge coefficient and the normalized bleed mass flow total pressure decreases with the increased aspect ratio as
with the bleed plenum pressure for different slot widths, shown in Fig. 9b. The boundary layer momentumthickness idownstreamof the interaction decreaseswith L/D in the case _,Accordingto this figure, the discharge coefficient is higher
for the narrowerSlots,and the bleed mass flow continues to of the intermediateslot and slightly increases for the narrow _
increase for pb/Ploc < 0.S28, reaching a maximum in the slot, but is generallynotverysensitiveto changes in L/D. i
narrow and intermediate slot at pb/Ploc="O.2. Figure 5 Conclusions
presentsthe variationof the mass averagedtotal pressureat
the bleedslot inlet and exit with the bleed mass flow for the
different bleed widths. According to Fig, 5, the mass A numericalinvestigation was conducted to reveal the
averagedtotal pressureat _theslot opening changes only with flow .characteristics,and how they ate affectedby the bleed
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configuration in an oblique shock wave/turbulentboundary
layer interaction. Flow suction Coleed)was accomplished 6.. Cebeci, T., "Behaviorof Turbulent Flow Near a Porous
througha normal slot across the shock incident point. The Wall with Pressure Gradient," AIAA Iournal, Vol. 8.
bleedresultsreveala complexwavepatternacross-theslot December1970,pp.2152-2156.
I 0pCningconsistingofanexpansionwaveattheupstreamslot .......
corner,a bow shockwaveoriginatingsidetheslot.The _ 7..Cebeci,T. and Shang, K.C., "Calculationf
bleedflowreachessupersonicvelocitiesn idetheslotwith. IncompressibleRough.WallBoundary-LayerFlows,'.......
oneortwolargerccirculationregionsatthewallsdepending AIAA I.,Vol.16,No.7,July1978,pp,730.'/31.
on theplenumpressure.The effectofbleedgeometrywas
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systematicallynddeterminingthecorrespondingflowfield BoundaryConditionfor_NumericalSimulationfPoroas
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.hc_ m_m dlm_ut_o_. ,u _ u th_boundary¼yet and Rippy[9], ._ withinth_ intm_n rq;ionwu
downmnmmof tho inumu_n n_ion am foum/to bo mornoflbcUvoin suppramingttn ofShm of
alsoprwaz_ for timsix bloodoonfwu_ons ,Z_ ,_xm_on.
bkcd mus flowsup to.dmkin8..
_ .I. [Is] _ _ ct -I [_6-2o]
modokd bkod by n_olvlng tiw flow Uuoulh _ _ .
bl,_d pore. T_ advanlai_of this _ ov_ tl_
Air bl_/syst_ns am usa/for _ontn_llh_tho whkhsimulmsthohobsroushnca_ [13, 141is th_ +.,
shockvmvoboundarylayerin_ra_w wh_ _ -* _hcbba/mm fluxdim_uUon,theblooddin& u _ a_ "-I
supmon_ ,_z_. emp_ b1_d sy._n d..iSn J. tho bou_i_-1_y_ _ downmmm _n b, "_i
imporumtbr tl_ _ andmbk _ _ fromt_ numeri_l solution. _vo
of mixa/ eompnmion SUlXm,onio_ [1]. Tho infommionn_m_8 tt_ of_b_;of bloodhoJ_si_s, sknt
fuadmnee_ obja:_w of supmonic _ blind sysmn _i_ sad bleed loa,tion _w to tho sho_kam be
_with minimumbouadsry!ayerblind [2, 3]. smonjthodU_u_ ozporimen_dstaam4mm/nsthoof_ ..+
of thue psnme_. I.k_ a ,1. [17] _ _
Com_ of _ flow co_ ofbm of dot w_, depth[lS-20]m/dot _ wlb as !
mu_ [5, 6, '7] withtl_ ,mpmrimm_m_.rmmm k th_ flow _d in U_ _ mm of .- obliq._ ,'
.upmoni_ _ [7, 8] mvmkxlnmmn_k qlmm_ • .hoO./m_ubmtbouadu7lay,.. _n. The msuts
betwem th_ oompu_dsnd m_um/.urf_o pressures obu_n_ ia then invm_pUom for bksd d_oulh _,
upolzmmofthenunpblaxJ.How_er,_in tho _ ammuth_shook_ _ tadka_that
shock Io_/onx md velo_y pmfila, were t_b_bouad_7¼Y_rs_m_onoouldb_mm/by
observeddownaU_unof shoekbou_hryky_r_ removia810to 16poax_ of thoinoomtqbou_krykyw
withbkm/. m,wmflow_'ouShmlmm_z/sk_.Theskeinwithlow
•-I1o lavo_ _ ooemoimawd m.-ttobill
ltma/MdSh_8 (1] nn_vedtheext_ m _ pl_-,,, prmurm, ht .ddi_oett,oy paxJu_
bt_k)n _; fS_oten_The purpoeeof this m,dy is to
• Prof_mor,FoUowAIAA kve_/fpm theoff'mrofbked IoosUoamb_veto theshoek
"' PostDo.oralAJ_bumt,Mmb_ AIAA onthoflowfieldin the_ nqlioawd downmmm.
m Stud_ Memi_, _ Porthisl_'pomnunmi_ m_dm_kzw m _adm_d br
CoF/d_ @lm _ A. lbmd, JJ, Ym sd 8. 9Jd_.
_V, kd Wb,_m rmamV _,nm_ 38il Ammmbs, rm., wllkI'*mk._* . ¢
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surfsceupstm,unof tbo slot wh_h k con£umadby tlw somssthe shockprodu_slowervMum(5" - 0.0020 tL !1
n©_ivo _'i_lon in F_. 5. ,',_ordinj to Pig. 5 _ _md0 = 0.0006_,.)st • lowerbkcdmu8 _w n_ (8_ of
pr_mta thoJk/nfr'_lon dtm/b_n overthoplm 8ur_, tbo boundary¼y_). Jn ja_'ai tbo mnafonnodform
• ,maJl ,cpJ:sm/flow r_on is predt4_l K uptuuun of favor _wnmum of tho inUmu_n did not ohu_
th= ,lot -,d sa cvm smsUero_ st downsl_mnoormmrin ,ignJk_tly overthabloodmus flow r#np. k had_ _
all nonn_ blood_. On thc other hand, no flow mu_m vMuc(I_ = 1.36) for tha aor_l _ st 15_
scpsml/on wu prm/lotm/overtlwplsto ,uffscmwith_ 20' blm:drmmsDow. Tlds is oonsislm_w_h Ilwdram1:nmmllm/
•Isat_dblmxlslot upsmmmsad aeross of thc slmok. In th_ by Pukuda ct M. p] for the scoop in th© mumof _
20" ,Isatml blood do_ of thc sho_k, th_ flow forwmd cmmbody inma_n wh_ th_ upmzsm m/Ip,
over tho pl_ surfsoo upsmmn of _ dot _ numberwu 2.09. Howover tl_ kic_ion ooo/fizlaz
opadnj. A_ozdin8 to Pip. 4 ,rid _, tho mu8 mnov_ is low for the normalbloodst th_ cm_l_ow. 'r_
offc_, oxm_dboth upmuun e_i downsmam of tho blmM off_ of thc blood oon_on _n bo em_bum/In the
slot ,rid b m_x_ed in both the surh_ pmuum and sm_ _ in_ bleedslot_ (• ma:_msmof
friction coc/T_e_ TimImmu_ ri_ downmmun of Ibo 0.010(5 _. or 0.8085 _ the bouadm7 layer th/ekn_
blood slot k fair in tbo normsl biota/r_m tl_ slsmm/ upsmmm). Additional insulin w_m oMxincd for
blood for '1thmo loa_M. TI_ oimq_ in tl_ f:iotlon normal slot*, whoso amY's _ loamd st X-0.SrTlr/2 _
ooctr_cm over th_ plm= surf_ downsmsm of lira _., X-I.O ft sad X=1.042.56 _. kom the keding cdse. :.
in, minion is _ri_y that of boundary kyer Thc n_ullin8 boundmTlayer _ for _ wklo
x_dovr.k_pinginthc euoofblocd tiw_ush thc _ sloes s_s (]DI8-3._14) are pmmmtmlJn_ 12 md 13. J
tT.0]. Howover tho ddn fdm/ondism'ibullondowwlxmmof Ammrdingto lirarmulmin _ filpmm,sm'mm_ Mmck i
tbo _ is vary _ in tho ouo of nommlbk_l blo_dpmducm _ nxluclio_, in both displsomnm_am/
sinas th_ msnat/on point _- a_htly iwk_ tl_ sloe, mommmun_ m,,,, bo_ Ul'mnmmmd downmmm i
do_ ws.ll [20]. bka/s. AUthamco_Suxa_mpmdu_tbow_st
blm/mmm flows mpmlto 28_ of IJ_ immomingbomdax7
Fqp_ 6 prmmB tbo varkl/on in tJ_ dis_Jmx_ loym'. How,e_'th_m Im-_bkm:!mmmDow with _wkler
coct_n_ with tho.ploaumImmUre, P,, normaliz_ by th= normsl ,lots do not impmvo tho downmmm boundary i
local la'mmu_, P_,,. l=or tbo blmxl locations upm=cmn, kyc_ _ comparedto tho mmlb_ blood mmm !
serou and downmuun, P,.. _ thoImmu_befom flows thmush the narrowslots.
the inoidaZ ,book (P,_ = 1.0 P,._), boMnd th_ inaidaZ
shook (P,... - 1.77_ P,_), md behindtho m_c_lmishock _
(P._ - 2.96 P,d) r_vely. TIw um_ dsta k
in 7 in brmof flowu,. numeriiavampsionm, oondu,m/m
permmm_oftl_boundarylay_rmmmtlowupm'mnofUm tbo _ of 20" Msml_ sad normsdblood slot loosticn _.,
_nstx - 0.9_ Accm'di_to tha_fllpmm, tlm rokS/votothoshockontbotlowfioldinsaobliqucMmok
_ _ i, obtainedwithtim_ wave/tud_ul_ boundm'y¼yer in_mu_n. The rmu_
bloed thmush 20" dot sad tho lowat with downmmm incUcex4thst tho dms_l blood dot dbohaz_ooofS,;kut k '
through nm'aml sk.",. Tho slsalm/ bkcd dimdmx_ morn mmillvo to blood locstion. Tbo _ dimdsmqlo
•o_ffimc_ k wa7 xmJUvoto tho bl_i Immlon _ ooeJS_k_ k ob_in_ with the skmm/biota/sk_ lowmd
high_ dkchm._ ooofli_ am obts.inodwith uptmmun upstrmtmof thoinoidcntshockfoLknmiby U_osloglo_t_d
bloa:l, wh_ .:_ dowmlz'mm blerd mu]_od in oboksd s_nouthosboek. TbonommlbloaJ _ ooo/_mim_ !:7
dkobm_ ooo/_5oi_ low_ thsa tho aerou tbo xho_k k ke8 Nmil/vo m tho bkod lo_tou but k lowest in tho
bked. Tho_bstwmatbodbd_oefB_m_ _of_bkod. Hig_bkedm_8 flowuaro
_orthe upe;mun 8rids_ou tho shoek nonmalbloodk very ol_dtxM_with tho _ blm/_. Ths i
smMl. Tlm _ bloml mum flow b obu,kxxl with boundary kye_ momm_ sad dbl_anm* tMdm,m _.
_onnsl blind _mss tho shock a_l wi_ _' skn_ blind downamem of tho _ _ the re,mewdue _
downmmumof the sho_k. The lowm _,o_*_m/biota/mm for 811 blm_l am_pumlom, st _Mmd _ondil/o_, but
flow k oMMnaJw_h tl_ normal blm/ulxmmm of tl_ . otherw_ v,,rim/wlth tl_ bked ka,Skm in tl_ _mmo!
Mmdrr..InlpmaMbloa/mmm flow_mq_mwer_,llmduM wnnMunolmkadblml. Tlmmml_tmdumioaiatl_l*
u_l _S _ st lowerpknum Immunxin themae sin/0 w_m olmdmMw_h nernnd q_mm bl_d sad _Im
of normalbk_l. This kmms/sm_w_h _m:pm'ismmmd _ x'_luelk_ with the _a'om the _ uwbok_
holo bked d_ pmxm_l by Syb_l sadKoms_k [_J. noma/blud. How_v_ th_ tx_oa _s_dmat _s nm_
TI_ _'_ of bill mu8 flow on tl_ _ ohammmixt_ ws_ morn m_t/v_ to bi_/iom_ br
ky_ _ _ of tlm _ _ Imlp_ blosd mmmflows throush wki_ smrmsl dmx. In
X=1.X:3e..i,pm,mm/k,elSun=SmmuShXX*udz Sin.rid,.i,o., th. bk.d.nmm,d b
_oafii_s_lons. _ to tlmm _pmm, MI dot redu_w_nboth6"smIOl_g,_bimdimm/m_w_m
_onfilpustlow imxlu_ nmdy _o .too dt.pk_t mo.t effe_vo _ lm_duoa/,Jmibr _ wha, 26
tld_mm, _" - 0.00_ k and momlum _mm, i_ = immmt of the inmmkl_ boundw/kyer WMbkd*hnm_
0.000'7g st ohokin8,butthebloodthroushthononnlddo_ tl_ nom_ slotx.
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FLOW CHARACTERISTICS IN BOUNDARY LAYER BLEED SLOTS
WITH PLENUM
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mass removal at the porouswall [8] the effect of bleedon
boundarylayer developmentwas not adequatelypredicted.
Numerical simulations were conducted to
investigate the performance characteristics of bleed Reproducingthe experimentallymeasuredboundary layer
through normal slots and its effect on the turbulent profiles over the porous wall even required the
boundarylayer development under zero andmong adverse implementation+of"blowing rather than suction in the .
pressuregradientcaused by incident oblique shock. The turbulencemodel [8]. Paynteret al. [9] used a rough wall
solution to the compressible Navier-Stokes and k-¢ algebraicturbulencemodel to simulate the increase in the
equations was obtained in a domain that incl:_des the growth rate of boundary layer induced by bleed, by
regions inside the bleed slot and plenumin additionto the changing the roughness parameter in the numericalexternal flow. The computationalr-,sultsdemonsu'atethe. solutions to the Navier-Stokesequationsuntil the boundary
interactions between the plenum, and bleed flow and 1lie+ layer profiles matchedthe experimentalmeasurements[10, . !i
effect of incidentshockon the boundary layerdevelopment 1I]. They determinedthat roughnesswas a strongfunction
downsu'eam. The computed results agree with the of the upstreamboundarylayer mass flux removed, in the
experimentally measured pitot and static pressure bleed rates between 3%and 15%. HoweverPaynteret al.
distributioninside the slot. The bleed mass flow without pointed out that the experimentalset-up whose dam they t
incident shock was underpredietedove_ the range of used to develop their model, may have produced non
plenum pressures. The computations predicted the. uniformity in the mean velocity dis_ibution and _
messured increasein bleed mass flow with incidentshock, nonequilibirum boundm-7layer in the bleed region. In
general, bleed models arerestrictedby the particularflow t
conditions and any inadequacies in the experimentalclam
used in their model development. According to Hamed ._I
Bleed is used in supersonic inlets to control the and Shang [12], the conclusions regarding the effects of
effects of flow separationassociatedwith shock boundary bleed hole size and bleed location relative to the shock _5
layerinteractionson ramps,cowls andside walls. In order were not consistent amongseveralexperimentalstudies. _
to predict +Ze eff¢_ of bleed on themboundary layer _
devel_pm_ntand internalshock structure,few investigators Hamed, et al. [13-18] and Remlinger, Shih and _
[1-3] included ramp charnbers,+throatplenum and exit Chyll [19-22] followed an alternative approach to
louvers in their supersonic inlet flow simulations, investigating bleed effects. They conducted numerical
However, because of the enormous increase in simulations in which the viscous flow field was resolved _.
computationaltime and grid generationcomplexity, most inside the individualbleedholes and slots. This approach
investigators simulated the global effects of bleed by helps in understandingthe importantlocal phenomenathat
changing the boundary conditions [4-7] and/or the control the flow in the bleed regions, and how they are
turbulencemodels [8,9] in the bleed regions. The imposed affected by the bleed configuration,and the external flow
mass flux in the bleed area was based on experimental conditions. These type of investigationscan and have been
measurements in some investigations [7] and on empirical used in simple flow configurationsto study the relative
correlationof the bleeddischarge coefficient in others [4- effects of" bleed/slot angle, size and location. 'Vuey
6]+ Even when the turbulencemodel wasmodifiedfor revealed the presence of a separation bubble near the
hole/slot entranceand a "bleedshock"thst initiates inside
* Professor,Fellow AIAA. the hole/slot and attachesto the downstream cornerunder
** Post DoctoralAssistant,MemberAIAA. certainconditions. The size of the separationbubb!ewhich
*** StudentMember,AIAA. controls the bleed dischargecoefficient is stronglyaffected
by bleed hole/slotslant angleand less by the free stream
Copyright_ }995 by A. HIg_d, JJ. YeulmlindY.D. Jim. PublJsh_ by
the American Institute of Aeronautics md AsttOmmtics.Inc. with
permission.
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conditions and plenum pressure. The boundary layer The computationalgridshownin Fig. 2 includesa
developmentdownstreamwas strongly influenced by the 308x68 grid over the flat plate surface, 89x68 _d inside
bleedangle and the bleedshock scength, the bleed slot and 187x148 grid inside the plenum
, chamber. Variable grid spacing was used in both x and y
i The purpose of present numerical study is to directions for grid clustering around the bleed walls,
_. investigate the effects of external flow and plenum plenum chamber walls and at the plate surface, with
conditions on'bleed performance. In the investigated =0.9446x10 -3 cm and Ymin=0.4755x10 "3 cm
configurationbleed is applied to a flat plate turbulent Xmin
boundary layer through a normal slot. The numerical corresponding to y ˆ 0.959at the inflow turbulent
solutionto the viscous flow insidethe slot andplenum and . boundarylayerat 2.46 free streamMuchnumber.
over the plate surfacewere obtained for supersonic flow
with and without impinging shock at the slot's upstream Results and Discussion
comer. The flow computations were conducted over a
rangeof plenumpressuresup to choked bleed conditions. Typical results of the computed flOWinside the
The results,which are compared with experimentalde_a, slot near choked conditions are presented in Fig. 3 and.
show the flow characteristicsinside the bleed slot and the. compared with the experimentalresultsof Daviset al. [27]
effect of bleed on the boundary layer development reproducedin Figures4 for incidentoblique shocks whose
downstreamwithandwithout incidentshock, inviscid impact point coincides with the slot's upstream
comer at x=0. The figures present the pitot and static.
Flow Configuration and Computational Details pressure contours for a shock generationangle a = 8°, at
2.46 free su'eamMuch number. The computationspredict
In the investigated flow configuration shown very well both the shape and magnitude of the pressure
schematicallyin Fig. I, bleed is appliedthrougha normal . contoursinside the slot, the location of flow separation,
slot to the turbulentboundary layer on a flat plate. The and the size of the separationbubbles on the slot walls.
bleedslotwhose width is one centimeterandits depth 2.54 The computed Muchnumberand velocity vectors, which
cm is connectedto a 41.4 cmx 63.5 cm plenum. Outside are shown in Fig. 5, indicate flow angles of 33° from the
of the slot, the solution domain extended 12.2 cm above_ platesurface,and high Machnumbers of 1.8 in atriangular
and 40.9 cm along the flat plate surface. The boundaries region atthe centerof the slot opening. Disagreementscan
AB and CD werelocated at 28.2 cm upstreamand 12.7 cm be observed between the experimentaland computational .
downstreamof the slot's upsl_'eamcomer to match the results in this region. Since the pitot probe,was always
locationsof experimentalvelocity profile measurementsin parallel to the slot walls in the experiment, one should
reference [6]. expect discrepancies in these regions where the probe is
oriented at 67° angle to the Mach 1.8 flow. The sharp .
The flow computationswere conductedusing the gradientsin the pressureacross "bleedshock"were also not "._
PARC code [23] with the compressible k-s turbulence resolved by the measurements. The experimentindicates :
model of Chien [24] modified by Nichols [25] for reattachmentof the flow on the slot's downstreamwall near "ii_
• compressibilityeffects. _he change in bleed mass flow the exit, whichwas notpredictedby the computations. .
_ ratewas achieved throughchanging the static pressureatthe plenum's outflow boundary. Referringto Fig_1, the . Effect of Incident Shock _.
upsu-eamboundary conditions consisted of free stream ..,
Much number, stagnation pressure and stagnation The effect of incident shock at the slot's upstream _
temperatureand a computed boundary laver velocity corner is demonstratedby comparing the computational _,
profile for flat plate computations which was matchedto resultswith andwithout the shock. Figures6 and 7 present _
the experimentallymeasured profile's displacement and the computedMuchnumber and pressure contours inside
momentum thickness. The pre-shock and post-shock the slot and in the neighboring regions over the plate
conditions were specified along the upper boundaryto surfaceand insidethe plenum. The Muchnumbercontours
locatethe inviscidincidentshock atthe upsu_,amcornerof insidethe slot indicatethatwhen there is no incidentshock,
the slot and fiat plate surface. Flow variables were the separatedflow region along the slot's upstreamwall is _,
extrapolated at the downstream boundary and at the muchlargerwhile the separatedflow region over the slot's
plenum'soutflow boundarywhere the static pressure was downstream wall near the exit is much smaller. In
specified to control the bleed mass flow. The initial addition, the Much number contours indicate less flog" l
conditionswere specified from the solution without bleed turninginto the slot when there is no incidentshock. This
for a given free streamMuch number. Subsequently,the coincides with a weaker expansion fan at the slot's
computedflow field with the bleed slot and plenum was upstreamcomer as canbe seen from the pressureContours.
used to initialize the solutions at higher bleed mass flow Also without incident shock, the "bleed shock" which
rates(lowerplenumpressuresettings), originates inside the slot is quickly weakened outside
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through interactionswith a second expansionfan at the diminishednear choking. Subseqtwntlyone time accurate
slot'sdowns_am comer, flow simulation was performedwith a-8 ° incident shock '
at choked bleed conditions. The computational results
The maximum computed bleed mass flow with indicatedno fluctuations in thebleedmass flow at the slot's
and without incident shock was 5.1% and 2.35% of the inflow boundaryin this case and muchsmallerfluctuations
incoming boundary layer for the slot geometry 0:)/8 " in the bleed mass flow at the outflow boundarycompared
0.38). The pressureand Mach numbercontoursindicate a to the local time stepping results. Additional numerical
separationbubbleon the plate surfaceupstreamof the slot computations with localtime steppingwere then performed
in thecasc of incidentshock. This is conf'umedby the skin without the plenum. The bleed mass flow in these
frictioncoefficient distributionof Fig. 8. Onecan see from computationsdid not fluctuateandcoincided with the time
Fig. 8 that there is a large difference in the predicted accuratebleedmass flow at the slot'Sinflow boundary.
frictioncoefficientswith and without incidentshock within
two slot widths downstream of bleed. In order to The discharge coefficient, Q, and the flow
understandthe causeof this difference,the mass flux, flow coefficient, F, areused to presentthe bleed mass flow data
angle, and Math number disuibution across the slot in nondimensionalform. Thcy aredefined as follows:
opening are presentedin Figs. 9-11. In the case of no
incident shock, the mass. flows out of the slot in the z ,_ . _ Psubso ic region behinc_ the "bleed shock" and Q=mb/Abpr(J_...)] (_...._ )2(_t-1)
downstream slot wall. This flow turnsaround the slot
cornerand formsthe boundarylayer overthe plate surface.
In the case of incidentshock the subsonic flow goes into When the stagna_on free s_am value Ptwthe slot opening in the rc;gionbehind the "bleed shock", is
andthe flow over the plate surfacedownstreamoriginates used for the reference pressure, P, the discharge
outsidethe slot. coefficient, Q, representsthe ratiobetweenthe bleed mass
flow andthe ideal mass flow thatcould pass into the slot at
Accordingto the velocity pzofilesof Fig. 12, the sonic conditions if the flow was to expand isentropicallyto
effect of incidentshock is seen to extendover two to three fill the bleed area Ab. On the other hand, the flow
slotwidthsupstreamand downstreamof the slot, where the coefficient represents the ratio between the bleed mass
distortedvelocityprofiles are less full nearthe plate. The flow and the mass flow that wouldpass through the bleed
distortionupstreamis associated with the shock induced area at the flow conditions peU¢ outside the boundary
pressuregradientand flow separation. The shape of the layer
profiles downstream is affected both by the local flow
conditionsabove the slot and by the strengthof the "bleed . F = mb / Abp_rUmr
shock" at the slot opening. Since the incident shock -
reduces the flow velocity, the profiles downstreamof the The predicted variation in the discharge !' _
slot are less full near the wall. The "bleed shock", has coefficient with plenum pressureis presented in Fig, 13
smaller effect on the downstream velocity profiles in the with the experimentalresults of references [26] and [27].
casewith no incident"shockbecause it is quicklyweakened The figure shows the computedbleed mass flow withoutby the expansionfanat the slot's downstreamcorner.. _ "
plenum, as well as the range of bleed mass flow
Plenum Interactions fluctuations in the computationswith plenumusing local _.
time stepping. The computationswithout plenum agree .;,
A considerablepart of the computationaleffort with the experimentaldata in the case of incident shock,
was consumedin modeling the flow field insidethe butunder-predictthebleedmassflowwithoutshockover
plenum. The increasedcomputationaleffort was not only the rangeof plenumpressures. The muchhigher discharge
associated with the number of grid points inside the coefficient in the case of incident oblique shock can be
plenum (50.6% of the total) but also with the slower caused by the increased static pressure above the slot
convergence of the flow at low subsonic plenum speeds, andlor the velocity distortion upscemn. In order to
In orderto determinethe natureof theplenuminteractions separatethe two effects, a bleed dischargecoefficient
with the bleed andexternal flow fields,the bleedmass flux basedon the local staticpressure,Ploc, is presented in Fig. !
was monitoredat the slot opening (bleed inflow) and exit 14. The value of the local staticpressurewas takenas Pinf t
(bleed outflow) during the computations. Fluctuations for no incident shock and PI, the inviscid static pressure i
persisted in the bleed mass at both inflow and outflow behind the incident 'shock (Pl/Pinf = 1.7). This figure
boundarieswhenthecomputationswereconductedusing indicatesthat the differencein the computeddischarge I
localtimestepping.The amplitudeof thebleedmassflow coefficientwith sad without incidentshock becomes
fluctuations was higher at higher plenum pressures and smaller.....based on this normalization. The remaining
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